QUESTION RESPONSE REGARDING RFP#TZ-JU-BP-2023

1. Do we participate in all the Eleven lots, or we can quote for individual lots as well? Please clarify.
   **Response:** Either Partial or full bid are acceptable.

2. Book Dummies: Do we submit blank dummy one each for different sizes or for all books?
   **Response:** Blank dummies are required for each specific book size with the paper quality stated in the RFP.

3. We need the complete address in Tanzania for DDP quotations to be submitted.
   **Response:** The warehouse planned to receive this consignment is located approximate 7Kms from the seaport.

4. We are aware that you are requesting a proposed completion timeline, however, we want to ensure that we meet the expectations. In light of this, can you kindly indicate a time frame for when you might expect the books to be delivered to the RTI warehouse?
   **Response:** Each company must indicate possible and realistic delivery time based on the factory capacity.

5. We have been asked to submit technical and financial proposal but documents to be submitted for each proposal are not mentioned. Please clarify.
   **Response:** All required documents has been indicated in the eligibility requirements.

6. **SPECIFICATION: LOT 6** Pre - primary teacher guide for Mainland title page is missing, could you please advise on the same?
   **Response:** Page number is 68 including cover

7. **Warehouse:** Could you please provide us the final delivery warehouse pin code which will help us to calculate the Inland transport cost.
   **Response:** See response on question number three.

8. How many dummy samples do you require?
   **Response:** See response on question number two.